EATON LIGHTING BRANDS

**EATON AMETRIX**
- High performance architectural asymmetric indirect / direct luminaires

**EATON CORELITE**
- Indirect/Direct Linear LED, recessed and surface lighting

**EATON CONTROL SYSTEMS**
- Architectural dimming, energy management, WaveLinx & LumaWatt Pro Wireless Systems

**EATON EPHEUS**
- LED Sports & Arena Lighting

**EATON FAIL-SAFE**
- High abuse fixtures for public access areas, jails, schools, cleanroom or any vandal prone areas.

**EATON HALO**
- Recessed downlighting, track and surface lighting

**EATON HALO COMMERCIAL**
- Value driven commercial recessed down lighting

**EATON INVUE**
- Outdoor Architectural Area/Site, Decorative and Floodlighting Fixtures

**EATON IO LIGHTING**
- LED linear & cove lighting

**EATON IRIS**
- Architectural Residential and Commercial Recessed Downlighting.

**EATON LUMARK**
- Outdoor architectural area/site, garage and floodlighting products

**EATON LUMIERE**
- Low voltage, incandescent & HID landscape lighting.

**EATON MWS**
- Modular wiring systems.

**EATON NEORAY**
- Specification grade, contemporary direct/indirect fluorescent lighting.

**EATON PORTFOLIO**
- Architectural & Specification grade recessed, surface and pendant lighting.

**EATON RSA**
- Multi-Head family of products for accent, display & wall-washing applications

**EATON SHAPER LIGHTING**
- Architectural lighting for ceiling, pendants, wall or outdoor.

**EATON SURE-LITES**
- Emergency lighting, commercial & industrial; L.E.D. exits.

- **AMBIANCE LIGHTING**
  - Undercabinet lighting, LED tape & disk lighting, step & brick lighting, recessed lighting
- **AMERICAN GLASS LIGHT**
  - Architectural incand. & Fluorescent, standard and custom, high quality fixtures, wall and ceiling.
- **AURORALIGHT**
  - Outdoor lighting fixtures for pathway, down lighting, in-grade, directional & bollards
- **BODINE**
  - Emergency Battery Packs for Drivrs & Ballasts. Inverter Systems
- **CELESTIAL**
  - Miniature low voltage, compact fluorescent and incandescent tube lighting, indoor and outdoor
- **CHAMELEON LIGHTING**
  - High performance decorative pendant, ceiling & wall mounted products
- **CIMCON LIGHTING**
  - Exterior Wireless Lighting Control for Campus, Parking Lots & Garages and Street/Highways
- **CONCEALITE**
  - Architectural performance lighting with pendant, recessed, surface, perimeter and wall products
- **CORONET LIGHTING**
  - Architectural decorative and accent lighting
- **D'AC LIGHTING**
  - Linear direct/indirect, recessed and surface architectural along with Medical lighting
- **DAYOLITE**
  - Architectural, vandal resistant, wet location, interior and exterior wall sconces.
- **DESIGN PLAN**
  - Standard & Custom Fluorescent LED Fixtures
- **DURAY LIGHTING**
  - Indoor, outdoor architectural wall, ceiling, surface and pendant luminaires.
- **ECLIPSE LIGHTING**
  - Decorative pendants, sconces and ceiling mounted fixtures
- **ELAN LIGHTING**
  - Performance cove & perimeter lighting systems
- **ELECTRIX**
  - Decorative low voltage wall and ceiling fixtures.
- **EUREKA**
  - Fire Rated Protective Enclosures
- **FRPS**
  - Aluminum poles and brackets.
- **HI-LITE MFG. CO.**
  - Manufacturer of RLM, decorative, post-top and quick ship products.
- **iGLO LED**
  - LED Solutions for interior & exterior lighting applications
- **ILIGHT TECHNOLOGIES**
  - LED linear lighting system for interior and exterior.
- **ILLUMITEX**
  - Horticultural, Industrial & Architectural LED Lighting
- **INSIGHT LIGHTING**
  - Linear Accent, Grazing, Large Venue, Outdoor, Architectural & Color Changing
- **INTRIGUE LIGHTING**
  - Modern LED exterior pedestrian-scale lighting
- **ISOLITE**
  - Emergency lighting, commercial & industrial; L.E.D. exits
- **JESCO LIGHTING**
  - LED flexible linear, track, cove, architectural pendants & wall sconces
- **KIRLIN**
  - Quality recessed and surface, fluorescent, incandescent and HID lighting
- **LBL LIGHTING**
  - Architectural pendants, scones, vanity, low-voltage rail, chandeliers and outdoor lighting
- **LF ILLUMINATION**
  - Architectural recessed, suspended & surface mounted LED Lighting
- **LIGHTING SERVICES INC**
  - LED, outdoor and accent lighting.
  - (LSI) Premier manufacturer of Track, Accent, Display and LED Lighting Systems
- **LIGHTSMITH**
  - Specificaiton Grade church, custom, architectural and restoration
- **LUCIFER**: Architectural high performance small aperture recessed, pendant and step lighting

- **LUMAX LIGHTING**: Made in the USA commercial & industrial lighting products

- **LUMASCAPE**: Exterior ingrade and underwater lighting products

- **LUMATO LIGHTING**: Linear LED recessed, wall, surface and suspended

- **LUMINATI**: Micor Architectural Linear LED

- **LUMIUM LIGHTING**: Architectural linear LED products

- **LUTRON**: Commercial, Architectural & Residential dimming/switching equipment, Occ/Vac Sensors

- **MERCURY LIGHTING**: Commercial, institutional and industrial lighting products

- **METALUMEN**: Linear Architectural Solutions for commercial, education, healthcare and transportation

- **MODALIGHT**: Linear LED products for static white, color tuning and color changing solutions

- **MIERS POWER PRODUCTS**: Lighting inverters for incandescent, fluorescent & HID lighting.

- **NULITE LIGHTING**: Architectural and ceiling/wall fixtures.

- **OCL**: Architectural pendant, sconces and ceiling fixtures.

- **OXYGEN**: Architectural ceiling/wall fixtures.

- **PATHWAY LIGHTING**: Architectural and Commercial downlights, cylinders, decorative high bays & emergency lighting

- **QTRAN**: Low Voltage Transformers & Power Supply Centers, linear tape & flex products, extrusions

- **RAYON LIGHTING**: Architectural and Commercial Architectural and Commercial LED Solutions

- **SELF-ELECTRONICS**: LED display and accent lighting products

- **SHAKESPEARE**: Composite poles.

- **SPI LIGHTING**: Direct/Indirect fluorescent and HID wall and cove fixtures

- **STERNBERG LIGHTING**: Contemporary, Historical & Transitional Exterior Lighting Solutions

- **TECH LIGHTING**: Low voltage lighting systems including kable, lite mono, twin rail & freejack

- **TEMO LIGHTING**: Architectural cove, accent, wall wash/graze fixtures

- **TERON LIGHTING**: Quality innovative wall sconces, pendant, surface mounted indoor/outdoor fixtures.

- **TRAXON**: Quality LED lighting & systems

- **VIVIDLEDS**: Commercial, Architectural and Theatrical LED Solutions

- **WATTSTOPPER/LEGRAND**: Digital & Low Voltage Lighting Control, Architectural Dimming and Occ/Vac Sensors

- **WE-EF**: European designed high performance exterior lighting products

- **WESTINGHOUSE LIGHTING**: Decorative Multi-Family, Fans and lamps